Quality Learning Products

Improve your learning!

Gain the tools for a lifetime of learning!

Discover a New World of Learning
Order Your Langford Quality Learning Products TODAY!
In 1988, I first began implementing Quality Learning tools, techniques, theories and philosophies in my educational classrooms to improve student learning. The results of this Continuous Improvement Process were dramatic.

Using basic statistical tools, students were empowered to chart their own learning process, evaluate their work and start taking responsibility for their learning and work processes. They improved their learning process by identifying, defining and overcoming the barriers that stood in their way. Most importantly, students realized that school exists to foster lifelong learning.

Since then, I have been integrating quality methods and concepts into improving student learning, school leadership, and promoting partnerships between the corporate and educational worlds. I have had the opportunity to share the quality story in several documentary programs, including Quality... Or Else, The Deming Library, The Video Journal, and PBS Downlinks.

Books I have written include Tool Time, Choosing and Implementing Quality Improvement Tools for Education and Business; and I am co-author of Orchestrating Learning with Quality.

As an international consultant, speaker, writer and educator on quality implementation in education and its correlation to business and the economy, I have been able to draw on experience as a music, technology, science and business teacher/coordinator in education, working in virtually all types and levels of school systems.

I invite you to join us in exploring new systems and processes to improve learning!

David P. Langford

---

**Langford Quality Learning Products**

**Favorite Tools Classroom Posters**
We have made posters of our six favorite tools. These 2’ x 3’ vinyl posters work great for classroom or small group use. Great for teachers. Consensogram, Fishbone Diagram, Force Field Analysis, Loss Function, Parking Lot and Plus/Delta.

**Consensogram and Loss Function Wall Charts**
Post results from your Consensogram and Loss Function processes on these easy-to-use vinyl wall charts. Great for large group facilitators and administrators. Participants can post their input and compare the results. We have used these charts for groups of up to 200 people. Made of 12-oz. vinyl, these sturdy banners weigh about 2 lbs. and roll or fold for storage.

**“Orchestrating Learning with Quality”**
David P. Langford and Barbara A. Cleary, Ph.D. give you an A-Z approach to understanding quality principles and examining different learning systems. The book is written for all levels of learning implementers, novice to expert, to understand and reinforce the need for Orchestrating Learning with Quality.

**The Odyssey Treasure Chest™**
Ready to challenge, energize and focus your organization? The Chest holds dozens of highly interactive and fun activities with concise, easy-to-read instructions and a wide range of props and simulations. A large room or the great outdoors are excellent settings for these activities.

**Tool Time Handbooks**
We have created a spiral bound handbook from the Tool Time section of our 4-Day Quality Learning Seminar manual. Available in education or business editions, this book is an excellent resource to have on hand in the classroom and the workplace. It is written in an easy-to-understand format with diagrams and explanations of the 57 Quality Tools and their suggested uses.

**PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) Chart and Poster**
These handy references illustrate the 9-Step PDSA Probletunity Improvement Process, taken from the 4-Day Quality Learning Seminar manual. Side one offers sample quality tools and questions to direct your progress through the 9-Step PDSA process. Side two takes the process to a higher level with detailed questions and suggested tools. We package the 11” x 17” chart in packets of 10 for your whole group. The 19” x 28” laminated poster makes a great 9-Step Process reference for classrooms or small groups.

---

Over 17,000 Education Handbooks Sold Since 2000!

Tool Time for Education has classroom and school examples.

Tool Time for Business has business examples.
Video Tapes and DVDs

Watch students and teachers work together using Quality tools to set standards and evaluate their work.

Block House Creek Elementary, Texas, USA: “Life’s Little Lessons”
Kindergartners take pride in and responsibility for their work. They review how they applied the PDSA process as well as problem solving and brainstorming tools to examine “What is quality work?” In addition to acquiring new learning skills, these young students encounter valuable life lessons, such as the importance of being honest with yourself, to listen to other’s ideas, that priorities are important, and to analyze your actions. 21 min.

Caragabal Public School: “Multi-age Primary Class”
The first part of this case study describes how Jodie Russell first introduced the principles and practices of Quality Learning and improvement to her students in a one-teacher primary school. In the second part of the video, Jodie and her students describe applying the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle to free the community park from litter and vandalism. 12 min.

Faubion Elementary School, Texas USA: “Year 4 Behavior Management Storyboard”
Angie Lane, a new teacher struggling with her fourth grade elementary school class, works with her principal through a quality improvement cycle. The class captured a storyboard as they progressed, and the results were dramatic. Students develop deep insights into the importance of exercising self control and accepting responsibility for their actions, creating a more enjoyable and productive classroom. 12 min.

Hackham East Primary School: “Capacity Matrices in the Early Years”
Lindy Podzuweit has been a successful classroom teacher for nearly 30 years. Since being introduced to Capacity Matrices in 2001, Lindy has adapted them to her year 1 classroom with outstanding improvements in student success and motivation towards learning. In this DVD, Lindy and her colleagues share the application and success of using Capacity Matrices in the early years. 13 min.

Langford/Iowa Quality Center “TEAMS Training”
This video follows our work with trainers at the Iowa Quality Center to expand our very successful TEAMS Training. This short video provides an explanation of the program for both school and business partners. 8 min.

Pascoe Vale North Primary School: “Year 5/6 Mathematics”
Paul Phypers and his year 5/6 Mathematics class students describe improvements in teaching and learning. Applying Quality Learning principles and tools, the class developed new classroom practices, and Paul restructured his teaching methods, enabling the students to accept greater responsibility for their learning. The video describes the improvements in academic performance and student engagement in the study of mathematics. 12 min.

Quality Learning: “Case Studies Volume One”
We have assembled a collection of practical examples of Quality Learning philosophy and methods in action. This DVD is a valuable reference for administrators and educators. It contains the first seven Quality Learning case studies along with a detailed booklet. Case study titles include Caragabal, Faubion, Pascoe Vale North, Roxburgh Homestead, Seaford 6-12, Tooleybuc and Warrnambool East. 116 min.

Quality Learning: “Lessons from Riverside Primary School”
Riverside Primary School in Launceston, Tasmania, has applied Quality principles and practices since 1992 to build a culture of continuous improvement. The principal, staff, students and parents share brief stories using the Quality approach. Use this video to stimulate discussion and generate ideas to improve your school! 43 min.

Quality Learning: “The Sherbourne Experience”
Sherbourne Primary School in Victoria, Australia, documents their journey of improving learning through the first 15 months. This excellent case study shows the use of quality tools in elementary classrooms and relates the transformation of the school culture. 20 min.

Quality Learning: “Tallangatta Secondary College”
This video is ideal for your organization’s discussion of professional development. This case study illustrates the application of Quality principles and practices to improve student learning and school life in a typical Australian secondary school (grades 7-12). Staff and students discuss development of shared values, attitudes and beliefs to improve learning and behavior, use of the PDSA cycle and student self-assessment. 25 min.

“Recent Developments in Brain Science”
This reference series DVD contains an extensive interview with eminent brain researcher, Professor Richard B. Silberstein, of the Brain Sciences Institute at Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia. Professor Silberstein presents recent developments in brain research. These finding are having a profound impact on our understanding of the learning process and have the potential to make a significant contribution to the ongoing development of good teaching practice. Ten chapters address issues such as ADHD, neurotherapy and diet, neural plasticity and emotion, neuralneogenesis, psychometric testing and other topics. 55 min.

Seaford 6-12 School: “Whole School Approach to Quality Learning”
In the decade since it was established, the student population at Seaford 6-12 School has grown to nearly one thousand. In this DVD, students, parents, teachers and school leaders share how the school is increasing student engagement and learning, developing a whole school approach to continuous learning, collecting data to demonstrate improvement, and planning their continued learning and improvement journey. 22 min.

Tooleybuc Central School: “Year 8 English”
This journey into Quality Learning follows Glen Warren as he implements a few simple tools in a new approach for his Year 8 English class. Glen seeks to give students more choice and control. Together, they explore “Why do we study English?” Students develop standards and assessment criteria. 12 min.

Total Quality at Prairie View: “A New Way of Learning”
Watch students and school staff on their journey of self improvement as they conduct self-assessment, student-led conferences and classroom meetings. Students work in teams, plan with a systems approach, use diagrams to solve problems, set goals, and chart their progress. 17 min.

Warrnambool East Primary School: “Learning How To Learn”
Watch how the Quality in Schools initiative brings the Quality Learning philosophy to life across all classrooms. The “Learning How To Learn” program devotes the first two weeks of each school year to working with students to establish a productive learning environment and develop skills to accept responsibility for their own learning. 22 min.
Order Your Quality Learning Products TODAY!

Build quality implementation resources for your organization.

Strengthen and build your understanding of Quality Learning principles from the 4-Day Seminar.

Create an educational environment where learners have the tools to make choices and self-evaluate.

Put Quality Learning Principles to Work

Order Your Langford Quality Learning Products TODAY!

“Thanks, David. You are indeed an inspirational teacher and facilitator. I have obtained more tools in my tool kit to support sites, learners and communities. I’ve appreciated the application of your experiences and the connection/influence on your kit of tools.” – Susan Weir, Riverland District Office, South Australia

Discover a New World of Learning

12742 Canyon Creek Road
Molt, Montana 59057
406.628.2227
www.langfordlearning.com
E-mail: office@langfordlearning.com